
BLIND DUETS

In the ground-breaking game show “Blind Duets”, four 
celebrity singers in the jury join 12 contestants to perform 
with them on stage in a format showcasing the talent, star 
quality and rivalry between those performing. 

Genre:
Singing Talent Show

Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time 

Trailer

https://www.theglobalagency.tv/blind-duets


The primetime contest features key elements of surprise, all set in a dazzling 
studio. The contestants, hidden away in 12 numbered cabinets, are only visible as 
silhouettes to create a sense of mystery.

The contestants will have the privilege of performing a duet with the famous 
and successful singer jury member who selected him/her. This is the dream of 
every single person with good singing voice. This will bring the contestant extra 
popularity. Millions of people will watch the contestant online and he/she will be 
noticed on social media.

Before the performances, the contestants of the week are introduced to the jury 
and viewers by VTRs and describe what they do in life and their dreams. Without 
revealing their identity, they sing 10 seconds of their chosen song “a capella” to 
give the jury a sense of what they are like as performers. But every one of them is 
hidden in their cabinets, so the jury doesn’t know who is who. 

In each episode, one of the twelve contestant is one forgotten-former celebrity 
singer. And it’s totally up to chance the jury members find that singer between 
the silhouets. His/her identity will be secret for everyone (jury members, studio 
audience and viewers at home) They will be presented as “the guest star of the 
week”. This former singer’s voice won’t be given in a-capella part.

Each jury member then chooses a silhouette contestant to join them in a duet by 
pushing one of 12 numbered buttons on a panel in front of them.

Duet perfromance consists of 3 parts. First part will be performed by jury member, 
second part will be performed by contestant and third part will be performed by 
both jury member and contestant.
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One by one, each member of the jury chooses a song and gambles on one of the 
mystery candidates. The orchestra begins playing and the jury member performs 
first part of the song. At the second part of the song, as soon as contestant’s 
countdown is complete, he/she reveals himself/herself and goes to the stage, 
ready to join the jury member and belt out a duet!

While instrumental music plays without lyrics, selected contestant’s cabinet door 
opens up and contestant starts to reveal from toe to head. While contestant starts 
to singing his/her part of the song, he/she walks through audience tribunes and 
studio audience help to walk down. Contestant holds the hands and give high 
five to studio audience while walking down to the stage. Audience welcomes 
the contestant and give the energy and motivation before he/she reached to 
performance stage.

 
Each song is scored by the audience.

As the contestants hope to make their music dreams come true, the jury is 
competing among themselves to select the three best singers for their team.

 The jury member whose team of three mystery singers has the highest score has 
one more chance to impress: together their team will sing a trio and, based on 
their performances, the audience will vote. The performer with the highest score 
is that week’s champion and wins a cash prize.

“Blind Duets” stands out from other singing contests by tapping into the talent 
of its jury members as performers. The interaction between the four celebrities 
brings added excitement and tension to a show in which viewers enjoy not just 
the singing but also the rivalry between the jury members.
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